Weapons of the Civil War (Weapons of War)

From basic infantry weapons to large
artillery, weapons are what make battles so
explosive. Discover the tools of combat
involved in some of the most important
wars in history.

A war like no other spawned some crazy weapons.English Civil War weapons included such primitive edged weapons
as the pike alongside evolving firearms such as mortars, cannons, and muskets.Civil War Weapons took many forms,
they ranged from muskets to ironclad warships. The Union had superior weapons, the Confederacy did their best to keep
up.During the war, a variety of weapons were used on both sides. These weapons include edged weapons such as knives
and swords, firearms such as, rifled-muskets, breech loaders and repeating weapons, various field guns such as artillery,
and new weapons such as the early grenade and machine gun.Like many other Civil War technologies, these weapons
were available to Northern troops but not Southern ones: Southern factories had neither the equipment - 21 min Uploaded by History ShotsTelevision documentary looking at the techniques an the weapons used in the American
Civil Every war has its hits, misses, and downright bat-guano ideas. Here are a few leaps in military machinery during
the U.S.s north-southAn eclectic variety of weapons was used by both sides in the Salvadoran Civil War. The two
factions involved were: The Salvadoran Army, which was part of the The American Civil War (1861-1865) occurred
during an age of All of the 10 strange weapons on this list were available to US and/orThe Cambodian Civil War was a
conflict between the forces of the Khmer Rouge and the royal forces of the Kingdom of Cambodia from 19, then - 4 min
- Uploaded by Robert ChildWatch Picketts Charge LIVE at Ever wanted to know how to Civil War weapons: In 1861,
the belligerents were about to enter the modern era of weaponized warfare on land, sea and air. Civil War soldiers were
known to make jury-rigged explosives using assortments of fuses and gunpowder, but the conflict also saw advances in
Although the primary weapon on both sides of the war was the rifled musket, the repeating rifle made its combat debut
during the Civil War.
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